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Neutron
inelastic scattering studies of the elementary excitations in con ned super uid
4 He are reviewed. Both recent work on helium in porous silica glass (aerogel, Vycor,
etc.) and earlier work on helium lms on graphite surfaces are discussed. The global
picture emerging from these studies is that the three-dimensional excitations are essentially the same as in bulk helium. The characteristic feature of con ned helium is the
existence of additional layer modes that propagate in the rst few liquid layers near the
solid-liquid interface. The dispersion and gap energy of these layers modes depend on
the substrate. The layer modes are believed to be at the origin of the di erences in
macroscopic properties compared to bulk helium. Experiments suggest the existence of
a localized condensate in Vycor.
1

Introduction

The impact of con nement and disorder on the super uid and thermodynamic properties of liquid 4 He has been a topic of great interest since the 1960s.1 4 The superuid transition temperature Tc of liquid 4 He in porous media and con ned to surfaces is depressed below the transition temperature in bulk liquid 4 He, T = 2:172
K. In fully lled aerogel, Vycor, and Geltech silica, for example, Tc = 2:167 K,5
1.95{2.01 K,5;6 and 0.725 K,7 respectively. Also, the temperature dependence of the
super uid density S (T ) below Tc can be signi cantly modi ed. At low enough
coverage, 4 He in Vycor behaves like an ideal gas.8
The characteristic phonon-roton excitations in bulk super uid 4 He have been
actively studied by neutron scattering since 1957. Landau initially proposed the
existence of excitations in super uid 4 He having energies of the phonon-roton form
(see Fig. 1) as a basis for his remarkable theory of super uidity.9 In contrast, London
proposed that Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) was the origin of super uidity.10
The existence of a condensate is also suÆcient to produce a dispersion curve of the
phonon-roton form in a Bose uid.11;12 In bulk liquid 4 He, super uidity, BEC, and
well de ned phonon-roton excitations all disappear at the same temperature, T .
The nature of the excitations in porous media is similarly of great interest.
Con nement and disorder o er a new arena in which Tc and S (T ) are modi ed to
a Chapter

10 in \Microscopic Approaches to Quantum Liquids in Con ned Geometries" ed, E.
Krotscheck and J. Navarro, vol. 4 of \Advances in Quantum Many-Body Theory" (World Scienti c, Singapore, 2001).)
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Figure 1: Dispersion curve of the elementary excitations in super uid44 He in con nement. The
three-dimensional (3D) phonon-roton curve is the same in bulk liquid He (line) as for helium in
Vycor (crosses) and in aerogel (not shown). The open and solid circles show the dispersion for
the two-dimensional (2D) layer modes in aerogel and Vycor, respectively, which propagate in the
liquid helium layers adjacent to the media walls.
explore the relationship between the condensate, the excitations, and super uidity.
In two dimensions (2D), the loss of super uidity is attributed to the unbinding of
vortex pairs.13 Below Tc , S (T ) is related to the density of vortices with no clear
connection to BEC or to the density of (phonon-roton) excitations. As 2D lms
thicken, there will be a crossover from 2D to 3D behavior. The study of phononroton excitations in lms on surfaces and in porous media as a function of lm
thickness is therefore most interesting.
Equally, liquid 4 He in porous media is a model example of \bosons in disorder",
which can be related to other dirty Bose systems.14 Predictions of the impact of disorder on the excitations can be tested.15 Similarly, calculations of the structure and
the excitations of liquid 4 He on surfaces have been made,16;17 as well as predictions
of the roton gap energy in two-dimensional 4 He.18;19 These can be tested directly
against neutron scattering data.
It is only relatively recently that the elementary excitations of super uid 4 He
in con nement and disorder have been successfully studied by neutron scattering.
Di erent types of media have been investigated. Examples are randomly or partly
oriented graphite surfaces and disordered porous media with a large variety of porosity, pore sizes, and pore-size distributions. The porous media include di erent types
of aerogel, xerogel, Vycor, and Geltech silica. The excitations of helium in these
media show very strong similarities, even between media with at surfaces such
as graphite and media with irregular surfaces such as aerogel. This observation
suggests that a global picture of the excitations in con nement can be presented.
Unfortunately, reading the original literature without some guidance can be mis2

leading, since the neutron scattering measurements have been diÆcult and full of
pit falls. For these reasons, we believe it is timely to review the experimental results
of the excitations in con ned helium.
The aim of this review is to present a uni ed picture of the most signi cant
neutron scattering results of the excitations of super uid 4 He in con nement and disorder. We will not discuss the dynamic properties of 3 He in con nement,20 nor measurements at high wave vectors Q, which probe single-particle properties (atomic
momentum distributions) rather than collective dynamics. The review is organized
as follows. The global picture emerging from neutron scattering studies of superuid 4 He con ned in di erent media is presented in Sec. 2. Section 3 identi es the
pit falls and diÆculties in the analysis of the data and discusses general experimental aspects. Many of the original results presented in the literature are in fact
artefacts of the data analysis. The understanding of these e ects has been a crucial
ingredient in arriving at the global picture presented in this review. The following
sections 4{6 treat the results from the di erent media: graphite, aerogel, and Vycor,
respectively. Finally, Sec. 7 discusses some interpretations and open questions and
identi es some areas where further experimental and theoretical work is needed.
2

Global picture

In this section, we present a global picture of the excitations of super uid 4 He in
con nement. References to the literature can be found in the more detailed account
of the experimental results in Secs. 4{6. Super uid 4 He in all media studied to date
supports well de ned three-dimensional (3D) phonon-roton-like excitations. The
energies and widths (inverse lifetimes) of these excitations, when carefully analyzed,
are the same as in bulk helium within current available precision. In particular, the
temperature dependence of the excitation energies and widths and the wave-vector
dependence of the intensity in the modes are the same as in bulk helium. No wellde ned 3D excitations are observed until the equivalent of 1.5 liquid layers of 4 He
coat the surfaces (substrate plus solid layers). The only signi cant di erences from
the bulk occur when the coverage ( lling) is reduced: it seems that the maxon energy
in liquid 4 He on graphite decreases and that the roton energy in aerogel increases.
Both these observations suggest the presence of low-density helium layers for thin
lms.
A particularly interesting observation concerning the 3D excitations is that the
temperature dependence of the dynamic structure factor S (Q; !) of 4 He in Vycor is
similar to that in bulk 4 He while the super uid transition temperature Tc is lower.
This means that well-de ned excitations persist above Tc , suggesting the existence
of a localized condensate for temperatures Tc < T < T .
All systems studied show the existence of layer modes, or indirect signs thereof.
Layer modes are two-dimensional (2D) excitations propagating in the rst liquid
layers close to the media walls, i.e. close to the solid-liquid interface. In all media,
the layer modes give rise to a relatively broad peak in S (Q; !). There is either one
broad or several sharp modes. The layer modes have a roton-like dispersion in dense
aerogels and in Vycor, where they are observed only near the roton wave vector
(QR = 1:925 
A 1 ). On graphite, it seems that both dispersive and dispersionless
3

( at) layer modes are observed. Typical 2D roton (gap) energies are 0.55 meV on
graphite and in Vycor, and 0.63 meV or higher in aerogel. The intensity of the
layer modes starts to grow when there are approximately 1.5 liquid layers present,
and saturates at a lling of about 4{5 liquid layers.
Another type of 2D excitation is also seen on at surfaces such as graphite.
Here, a strongly dispersive excitation originating from the free surface (the liquidgas interface) is observed. It corresponds to a ripplon, which is a quantized capillary
wave.
A general observation is that the rst 1{1.5 liquid layers do not support any
well-de ned excitations, neither 2D nor 3D, in any of the media studied. These
layers appear \inert", despite being liquid. They sit on top of the solid layer(s). On
graphite, there are two crystalline layers with di erent densities, while it is believed
that there is only one amorphous layer in aerogel and Vycor, if one can talk of layers
in these cases with irregular surfaces.
3

Experimental aspects

The e ects of con nement on the 3D phonon-roton excitations are very small or
perhaps absent. Special care is thus needed in analyzing these excitations. Additional intensity in the tails of the phonon-roton peak arising from layer modes or
from multiple scattering can easily be mistaken for shifts and broadenings of the
peak, if not identi ed and accounted for in the analysis. Such problems have hampered many of the neutron scattering experiments of super uid 4 He in almost all of
the con ning media studied. These experimental aspects will be brie y discussed
in this section.
The presence of hydrogen, probably in form of OH groups bound to the surfaces of aerogel and Vycor, results in strong isotropic incoherent elastic scattering
and leads also to multiple scattering: the inelastic scattering of a neutron by 4 He is
followed or preceded by elastic scattering from the hydrogen. This type of multiple
scattering destroys the Q information of S (Q; !) from the 4 He, but does not change
the energy transfer. Its signature is therefore a phonon-roton density-of-states like
feature (see Fig. 2). Fortunately, this contribution can be accurately identi ed and
subtracted from the data by comparing with the scattering from bulk 4 He at selected wave vectors, in particular at low wave vectors. A problem is that the multiple
scattering depends on temperature, since the density-of-states of the phonon-roton
excitations depends on temperature. Measurements of 4 He on graphite su er from
similar problems, with additional complications coming from the Bragg peaks of
the substrate, which introduce a stronger Q dependence of the multiple scattering.
The amount of multiple scattering can be reduced by deuterating the samples
in the case of aerogel. The most common method is to ush the aerogel with deuterium gas at relatively high temperatures, which partly replaces the hydrogen by
deuterium. Even better results are obtained by making the aerogel from deuterated chemicals and ensuring that it is never exposed to air. In standard Vycor,
multiple scattering is not a problem, since the absorption from B2 O3 impurities is
high. However, this absorption also severely reduces the scattered intensity from
the 4 He, and the key to the most successful experiments on Vycor was to use a
4
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Figure 2: The multiple scattering (solid line) from helium in aerogel (extracted at low wave
vectors) resembles the phonon-roton density of states and is essentially Q independent in aerogel
and Vycor. The circles and dashed line are the raw data at the maxon wave vector before the
multiple scattering is subtracted. As seen, all scattering at energies below the peak is due to
multiple scattering. The broad feature at higher energies is the multiphonon contribution.
non-absorbing boron isotope in the fabrication process.
It is also important to avoid having too much bulk liquid around the sample.
One method is to use aerogels grown in-situ in the neutron scattering cells, thereby
reducing the amount of helium between the aerogel and the cell walls. Another
method is under lling, where the sample is lled only to about 95% of the full
capacity, which requires precisely known adsorption isotherms for the actual sample
used. This method has the advantage of reducing the amount of helium in cracks
in the sample, but increased care is needed to ensure thermal equilibrium.
Since the e ects of con nement are small, it is necessary to have accurate measurements of the bulk liquid, made under conditions identical to the measurements
of the con ned system, and preferentially at the same time. An accurate calibration of the thermometers is also needed. The best method is probably to calibrate
the thermometers in-situ, using the vapor pressure of 3 He, as was done by some
groups. A good thermal contact between the sample and the thermometer(s) is
also required, and it appears that certain experiments have given unreliable results
due to problems of this type.
When nally extracting the 3D phonon-roton energies and widths from the data,
after having corrected for the multiple scattering and including a model for the layer
modes, it is essential to use the same tting procedure for both the con ned 4 He
and the bulk data. Two methods are routinely used, the so-called Wood-Svensson
(WS) method and the simple subtraction (SS) method.21 They have both their
shortcomings, but it has been found that the SS method gives the same results
independent of the instrumental resolution, while the results of the WS method
depend on the resolution. A nal remark: it is easier to analyze 3D phonon-roton
5

excitations in very high-resolution measurements, at least at low temperatures, as
the height of the main peak is then so high that the multiple scattering and the
layer modes will have a much smaller e ect.
4

Films on graphite

Historically, the rst neutron scattering studies of the excitations in con ned helium
considered lms on graphite substrates. Measurements began with the pioneering
studies of Lambert et al.22 at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) and the early work
of Carneiro et al.23 and Thomlinson et al.24 at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Since the 1980s, there has been a major ongoing program at the ILL.25 32
Di erent graphite substrates with large surface to volume ratio have been used
over the years. They are all characterized by having at graphite surfaces with
the hexagonal c axis perpendicular to the surface. These surfaces are more or less
aligned depending on the material. The most common substrates are graphitized
carbon powder (Graphon) and exfoliated and recompressed graphite (Grafoil or
Papyex), the latter being more homogeneous and uniform.20 The results for the 4 He
excitations are slightly di erent for di erent materials, but these di erences are not
signi cant compared to the diÆculties of analyzing and interpreting the neutron
scattering data. In lms of at least 4 layers of 4 He on exfoliated graphite, the rst
two layers are solid, forming 2D triangular lattices with densities of 0.115 atoms/
A2
2
27
;
30

and 0.095 atoms/A , respectively.
Subsequent layers are liquid with densities of
approximately 0.078 atoms/
A2,30 which is similar to the density of bulk liquid 4 He
at saturated vapor pressure (SVP). It is possible that the third layer has a slightly
higher density.24 Graphite preplated with two solid layers of Ne or H2 has also been
investigated.26;27;29 The third layer is then liquid or possibly partly solid 4 He. There
appears to be no signi cant di erence in the excitation spectrum between preplated
graphite and 4 He-only systems.
The rst measurements focused on the excitations at wave vectors in the roton
region.22;23 No well-de ned peaks in S (Q; !) were seen until four layers (two liquid
layers) were deposited. For two or more liquid layers, S (Q; !) showed a well-de ned
peak interpreted as arising from the excitation of a bulk-like 3D roton. Additional
intensity below the 3D roton energy was also observed,22 which was interpreted
as the 2D roton predicted by Padmore.18 Although the poor statistics prevented
further interpretation, the measurements by Lambert et al. showed all the basic
features.
Measurements with much improved statistics were performed by Thomlinson
et al.24 They showed that the additional intensity originated from excitations in
the rst 2{5 liquid layers and was therefore indeed due to a 2D \layer" mode,
propagating in the rst few liquid layers. The integrated intensity in the layer
mode increased with increasing coverage and saturated after 3{4 liquid layers were
deposited (see Fig. 3). They also showed that the main peak in S (Q; !) was a bulk
mode, the 3D roton. At SVP the energy of the 2D roton was 0.54 meV compared
to the 3D roton energy of 0.742 meV. No well-de ned excitations were observed in
lms of 1.5 liquid layers or less.
Lauter, Godfrin, and collaborators have reported extensive measurements of
6

Figure 3: Integrated intensity of the 3D bulk-like roton (solid circles and line) and the 2D layer
mode (open circles24 and dashed line) as a function of helium lm thickness on graphite. From
Thomlinson
et al.

excitations in liquid 4 He lms on graphite.25 32 Their data at the roton wave vector for thin lms (2{8 liquid layers) con rm previous results: a 3D bulk-like roton
plus additional intensity attributed to layer modes. Most importantly, their measurements were extended to the phonon and maxon regions, covering wave vectors
between 0.25 and 2.0 
A 1 . In addition to the 3D rotons and the 2D layer modes,
a new mode was discovered, the ripplon.29;30;31 The ripplon, which can be viewed
as a quantized capillary wave, propagates along the surface of the free liquid. The
atomic displacements in the mode are perpendicular to the liquid-vapor interface.
At low wave vectors, the ripplon dispersion relation is !2 = ( =)Q3 , where
is the surface tension and  is the liquid density.33 At wave vectors observable by
neutrons the dispersion is approximately linear in Q, up to Q  1 
A 1 where the
ripplon energy attens and reaches a maximum value of approximately 0.7 meV at
Q = 1:5 
A 1 (see Fig. 4). The ripplon is not clearly separated from the layer modes
beyond Q = 1:5 
A 1 . Lauter et al. demonstrated elegantly that the layer modes
originate from the solid-liquid interface 26 and that the ripplons originate from the
liquid-gas interface (free surface).31 They found that the layer modes persisted while
the ripplons disappeared when the free surface was suppressed by lling the sample
completely with liquid 4 He. Thus, liquid 4 He lms support three excitations: a 2D
ripplon on the liquid surface, a 3D phonon-roton mode within the liquid lm, and
2D layer modes propagating in the liquid layers adjacent to the solid-liquid interface
near the substrate.
In what follows, we summarize the main experimental ndings concerning the
3D bulk-like excitations and the 2D layer modes of 4 He lms on graphite, based
on the available literature.22 32 The energy and width (inverse lifetime) of the 3D
excitations are very similar to those in bulk helium. In some work, small changes in
the energy or the width have been reported, but in most cases these certainly arise
7

Title

Figure 4: The ripplon dispersion (symbols and solid line) for di erent lm thicknesses of 4 He on
graphite. The dashed line31with symbols is the 3D bulk roton in the cell completely lled with
helium. From Lauter
et al.

from the additional intensity in the tails of the main peak. These tails originate
from layer modes or from multiple scattering. In work where corrections for the
multiple scattering have been made and the layer modes have been incorporated in

Figure 5: Dispersion relation in the maxon region for di erent lm thicknesses of 4 He on graphite.
The maxon4 softens with reduced lm thickness. The crosses
are data from the cell completely
lled with He and the line is bulk data. From Lauter 30
et al.
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the tting, the energy and width of the 3D excitations are identical to bulk helium.
The only exception is possibly the softening of the maxon observed as the coverage is
reduced, as shown in Fig. 5.29;30 This softening suggests the existence of low-density
layers in thin lms of helium on graphite, while the opposite might be expected.
The integrated intensity of the 3D excitations scales linearly with the amount of
condensed helium, and extrapolates to zero at approximately 1.5 liquid layers (see
Fig. 3).24 There are indications that the phonons disappear somewhat quicker than
maxons and rotons as the coverage is reduced.29;30 This could be because long
wavelength phonons need longer defect-free regions to propagate than rotons, which
have a wavelength of the order of atomic distances.
Two-dimensional layer modes propagate in the rst few liquid layers close to the
substrate. Their integrated intensity scales initially with the amount of condensed
liquid, saturates at about 3{4 liquid layers, and extrapolates to zero at approximately 1{1.5 liquid layers (see Fig. 3).24 The intensity of the layer modes is very
weak, making a quantitative analysis diÆcult. Also, above the roton energy, multiple scattering contributions makes any extraction of layer modes highly uncertain.
Several layer modes seem to be observed. Lauter et al. reported dispersionless
modes that would correspond to excitations perpendicular to the substrate.26 30
Such at modes might explain the small Kapitza resistance observed in 4 He. The
work of Clements et al. shows several modes below the roton energy.32;34 A slightly
dispersive branch is seen between the ripplon and the 3D phonon mode for wave
vectors below 0.8 
A 1 . Near the roton wave vector, one broad or two sharp, slightly
dispersive modes are observed, similar to those in aerogel and Vycor. The gap energies of these modes are 0.5 and 0.6 meV, respectively, if we follow the assumption
of Clements et al. that there are two sharp modes. Thomlinson et al.24 resolved
only one layer mode at the roton wave vector with an energy of 0.54 meV.
Calculations suggest that helium layers on surfaces support a two-dimensional
layer mode with a phonon-roton-like dispersion.17;32 Krotscheck et al. also report
dispersionless modes that are essentially standing modes propagating between the
lm surface and the solid layer.17 The energy of these modes would presumably
depend on the lm thickness. However, it is diÆcult to determine with precision
the energies of the dispersionless modes reported by Lauter et al.29;30 Thus, while
the additional intensity observed in the roton region is entirely consistent with a
layer mode, the situation is less clear concerning the energy. It would be interesting
with experimental and theoretical studies of the temperature dependence of the
excitations of helium on graphite.
5

Aerogel

Aerogels are porous solids formed by a sol-gel process. They have a highly tenuous
structure of irregularly connected silica (SiO2 ) globules and strands with a large
distribution of pore sizes, from a few 
A to a few hundred 
A,35 and a mean free path of
typically 1000 
A. Porosities range from 87 to 99.5%. Small-angle x-ray and neutron
di raction measurements show fractal-like correlations on length scales up to 650

A. Macroscopic measurements show that the super uid transition temperature is
decreased below T by only 5 mK while the critical exponent for the super uid ow
9

density increases from 0.67 in bulk helium to 0.75 for helium in aerogel.5 There has
been no detailed published work on the structure of the helium layers in aerogel,
but it appears as if only the rst layer forms a solid, an amorphous solid, all other
layers being liquid.36
Neutron scattering studies of the excitations of 4 He in aerogel and other porous
media began much more recently (1994) than studies of lms on graphite. The
rst measurements were made by Coddens and collaborators at the Laboratoire
Leon Brillouin (LLB),37;38 soon followed by measurements at the ISIS spallation
source (and at the ILL) by Sokol, Stirling, and collaborators.39 45 Experiments were
also performed by a group at the ILL.46 53 Already the rst experiments showed
that multiple scattering (see Sec. 3) was a major problem for the interpretation of
the data. Much improved results are obtained if it is identi ed as in Fig. 2 and
subtracted, or if deuterated samples are used to substantially reduce it.46;51;52
Coddens and collaborators studied both base-catalyzed and neutral-reaction
aerogels of 96{96.5% porosity, partially or fully lled with super uid helium at
temperatures of 1.6{1.8 K.37;38 They elegantly demonstrated that the broad Qindependent scattering centered at the roton energy was due to multiple scattering,
as it disappeared when the incident neutron wave vector was made too low to excite
the roton. The multiple scattering was relatively strong despite the deuterium-gas
treatment of the samples. Due to the limited counting statistics and the coarse
energy resolution of E = 160 eV, no di erence was found between the excitation
spectrum of helium in aerogel and bulk 4 He.
Sokol, Stirling, and collaborators made most of their measurements 39 44 on the
backscattering spectrometer IRIS at ISIS, which has a high energy resolution of 15{
20 eV and a rather coarse Q resolution. They used non-deuterated aerogels with
90 and 95% porosity, for which the multiple scattering was an order of magnitude
higher than the best samples available.46 The measurements were performed at
temperatures between 1.3 and 2.3 K on slightly under lled samples, to ensure that
no bulk liquid was present. They found initially an increased broadening with
temperature of the 3D phonon-roton excitations compared to bulk 4 He.39 This e ect
is probably due to thermalization problems and/or that the bulk 4 He reference run
was not made at the same time, and hence under slightly di erent conditions. Their
nding that the temperature dependence of the roton energy was not the same for
helium in aerogel and bulk 4 He,40;42 has not been con rmed.51 It appears as if
thermalization problems of the cryostat might be at the origin.54 No layer modes
were observed, which is not surprising in view of the limited signal-to-noise ratio on
IRIS at that time. The roton in 95% porous aerogel was measured for temperatures
between 0.077 and 1.2 K with very high energy resolution, E  1 eV, using
the IN10 spectrometer at the ILL.45 Measurements in a related system, 72% porous
xerogel, have also been made on IN6 at the ILL as a function of coverage at T = 1:25
K.55
The group at the ILL made most of their measurements on the IN6 time-of- ight
spectrometer (E  110 eV) and on the IN12 triple-axis spectrometer (E = 46
or 110 eV) at temperatures between 0.5 and 2.25 K.46 52 They used aerogel samples
of 87 and 95% porosity that were either fully deuterated or deuterium-gas treated
to reduce multiple scattering. The aerogels were grown directly in the sample cells
10
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Figure 6: Temperature dependence of the 3D roton energy (a) and line width [HWHM] (b) for
super uid helium in aerogel (solid45 circles) and in bulk 4 He (open circles) from the high-resolution
measurements of Anderson
et al.

used for the neutron scattering measurements to reduce the amount of bulk liquid,
and the thermometers were calibrated against the 3 He vapor pressure. Bulk 4 He
reference measurements were made simultaneously. Small shifts and broadenings
of the phonon-roton excitations in aerogel were initially found with respect to bulk
helium.46 However, these e ects arised from additional scattering by layer modes,
which were not identi ed at that time.51 Measurements beyond the roton wave
vector (Q >
A 1 ) were made on IN12 46 and on IRIS,53 using the same fully
 2:4 
deuterated sample.
We will now discuss the main results of the above mentioned neutron scattering experiments on helium in aerogel. These measurements show that super uid
4 He in aerogel (fully lled) supports well-de ned 3D phonon-roton excitations at
low temperatures (T <
 1:4 K). These excitations are identical to those in bulk helium, within the precision of present neutron scattering techniques.45;51 The small
modi cations of the excitation energy and width reported in early work most likely
arise because additional intensity in the tails of the main phonon-roton peak was
not recognized and subtracted. If this additional intensity is accounted for, the 3D
excitations are the same as in bulk helium. The additional scattering is due to layer
modes or multiple scattering. Measurements with suÆciently high energy resolution
allows the separation of the main peak from the tails. This was very convincingly
shown in the high-resolution measurements of Anderson et al. (see Fig. 6).45 They
found that the intrinsic width of the roton was below 0.1 eV at low temperatures
(T = 0:08 K).
The temperature dependence of the 3D phonon-roton excitations of 4 He in
aerogel is also the same as in bulk helium. This was shown for the intrinsic width
by Anderson et al.45 for temperatures up to 1.2 K (see Fig. 6) and for temperatures
up to 2 K by Plantevin et al.52 The temperature dependence of the 3D roton energy
in aerogel is also the same as in bulk, as clearly shown in Fig. 7.49 52
The lling dependence of the 3D excitations has also been studied in denser
aerogels of 87% porosity.51 The integrated intensity of the 3D phonon-roton excitation scales with the lling fraction (see Fig. 8), and extrapolates to zero at a total
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of three layers (1{2 liquid layers). The roton energy appears to be higher than the
bulk value at low coverages (see Fig. 8), suggesting the existence of low-density
layers.
In addition to the 3D phonon-roton excitations, clear evidence for layer modes
is seen in denser aerogel, but only near the roton wave vector (see Fig. 9).51 This
is in contrast to helium lms on graphite, where layer modes are observed over a
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the low-energy tail ( 0:5 meV) of the main 3D phonon-roton peak.
large range of Q values. As for graphite, the additional scattering can be attributed
to one broad or several sharp layer modes. The layer modes appear in S (Q; !) as
additional intensity immediately below the 3D roton peak. The integrated intensity
of the layer modes increases with the lling fraction (see Fig. 8). It extrapolates to
zero at 3 total layers (1{2 liquid layers), i.e. the same as for the 3D excitations, and
saturates at a total of 6 layers. The layer modes have a roton-like dispersion (see
Fig. 1) with an energy gap of 0.63{0.72 meV, which is higher than for graphite or
Vycor. Di erent experiments give di erent values for the gap energy of the layer
mode,51 and it is not clear at present whether di erent aerogels have di erent gap
energies or if there are several layer modes with di erent energies.
There are few theoretical calculations that deal with the excitations of super uid
4 He in aerogel. It is not clear how calculations of excitations on at surfaces carry
over to aerogel, which is characterized by irregular surfaces. Aerogel is probably also
a rather inhomogenous media, due to the wide distribution of open volume sizes.
For partly lled samples, small open regions are likely to ll up and have more
layers than larger cavities, due to capillary condensation. It is not clear whether
there are one or several layer modes, and theoretical calculations would assist data
interpretation.
6

Vycor

Porous Vycor glass is made by leaching out the B2 O3 -rich phase of a phase-separated
borosilicate glass. The result is a sponge-like silica-rich material, consisting of an
open network of approximately 70 
A diameter channels and with a porosity of
about 30%. Due to the fabrication method, Vycor contains approximately 3.5%
13

B2 O3 . The super uid transition temperature is suppressed from T = 2:172 K in
the bulk to Tc in the range 1.95 to 2.03 K in Vycor,5;6 while the critical exponent
for the super uid density is the same as in bulk 4 He.5 It is believed that the rst
4 He layer on Vycor forms an amorphous solid while subsequent layers are liquid.
The strong neutron absorption of the 10 B isotope in the remaining B2 O3 impurities in Vycor makes neutron scattering experiments very diÆcult. The rst
inelastic neutron scattering measurements by Lauter and Godfrin at the ILL and
by Coddens and collaborators at the LLB are unpublished. The rst successful experiment used fully lled standard Vycor on IN6.56 This was soon followed by more
accurate work (also on IN6) using isotopic Vycor, where the 10 B isotope was replaced by non-absorbing 11 B.52;57 The negligible absorption of this particular sample
greatly improved the quality of the data and made a quantitative analysis possible, after correction for multiple scattering (which becomes important with reduced
absorption).
The results from these measurements are that the 3D phonon-roton excitations
are the same in fully lled Vycor as in bulk helium at all temperatures. The indications of an increased width and a modi ed energy (compared to bulk) as a function
of temperature in the absorbing sample are most likely due to poor statistics and
unresolved layer modes.56 No di erences in the phonon-roton excitations from the
bulk were observed in the non-absorbing sample.57
In addition to the 3D excitations, additional intensity is observed near the
roton wave vector, interpreted as due to layer modes.56;57 There are no published
results on the lling dependence of the excitations in Vycor, and hence no proof for
that this additional intensity comes from two-dimensional excitations. However, the
scattering is very similar to the layer modes in aerogel and on graphite, leaving little
doubt about its origin (see Fig. 9). The dispersion of the layer modes is roton-like,
with a roton gap energy of 0.55 meV (see Fig. 1).57 This energy is the same as the
roton energy of the layer modes of 4 He on graphite (0.54 meV), but lower than that
in aerogel. Layer modes with an energy of 0.53 meV explain the observed speci c
heat attributed to helium layers in Vycor.58
The biggest surprise was perhaps that the dynamic structure factor S (Q; !)
for the 3D excitations has a temperature dependence in Vycor similar to that in
bulk helium (see Fig. 10), even though the super uid transition temperature Tc
is lower. In particular, well-de ned maxons and rotons were observed above the
super uid transition temperature Tc  1:95 K in Vycor.57 Estimates of the dead
volume between the Vycor sample and the sample cell and in cracks in the Vycor
sample show that the amount of bulk liquid collecting in these volumes cannot
account for the observed e ect.
If well-de ned maxons and rotons is the signature of the existence of a Bose
condensate, as proposed in the Glyde-GriÆn interpretation,59;60;61 the observation
of such excitations above Tc suggests the existence of a localized condensate above
Tc. In other words, between the super uid transition temperature Tc in Vycor and
that of the bulk liquid, T , there is a condensate localized in the larger pores in
the sample, and it is only below Tc that di erent localized condensates connect and
allows the super uid to ow through the sample. We note that Tc is determined
by torsional oscillator measurements, which measure the percolating super uid in
14
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There
is clearly a relatively well-de ned excitation at T = 1:99 K  Tc in Vycor. From Glyde
57

et

al.

the sample. The existence of a localized condensate in helium due to disorder has
been predicted theoretically,62;63;64 and it would be very interesting if its observation
could be con rmed. Direct measurements of the condensate fraction in Vycor using
high-momentum-transfer neutron scattering are under way.
7

Discussion

The energies and lifetimes of the phonon-roton excitations of super uid 4 He in
fully lled aerogel and Vycor are the same as in bulk liquid 4 He within current
precision (5 eV). Particularly, the width of the roton excitation is unobservably
small at low temperatures (  0:1 eV at T = 0:08 K) 45 and its temperature
dependence is the same as in bulk 4 He up to T .52 Whatever di erences have been
observed tend to disappear when measured with increased precision and compared
with simultaneously measured bulk values.
This result is somewhat surprising since the excitation energies are a sensitive
function of the liquid density.60 It suggests that the liquid density in which the
excitations propagate in aerogel and Vycor is predominantly at the bulk SVP density. The excitation energies in super uid lms at low temperatures on graphite
are also much the same as in the bulk within observed precision. No 3D phononroton excitations propagate until at least 3.5 total (1.5 liquid) layers are deposited
on graphite,24 and until the equivalent of 3.5 total layers in aerogel.51 On graphite,
the fourth layer is believed to be at the bulk density. Thus the layers in which
the 3D excitations propagate are probably at bulk density, which is consistent with
the equality of the excitation energies in lms on graphite and the bulk. Any vari15

ation in density would also introduce a width to the excitations. A nite width
for phonons, which propagate with a sound velocity c ' 200 m/s, is expected in
con nement. This has not been observed.
The exceptions to the above ndings are: (i) in partially lled aerogel, the roton
energy lies above the bulk value;51 (ii) in lms on graphite, the maxon energy may
lie below the bulk value for low coverages;29 and (iii) in Geltech silica, which has
25 
A diameter pores, the excitations appear to di er from bulk values at partial
llings.65
There have been several predictions for the change in excitation energies in
Bose uids arising from disorder. In a dilute Bose gas, Zhang predicted that white
noise random disorder would reduce the sound velocity of phonons and introduce
a width.66 New excitations at low energy (low h!), especially at long wavelength,
have been predicted when disorder is introduced.67 Theoretical calculations have
suggested that a gap could open up in the phonon dispersion curve in the long
wavelength limit in disorder.63 Plantevin et al. searched for a gap and new excitations at low wave vectors (Q ' 0:2 
A 1 corresponding to h!  0:325 meV) in 95%
porous aerogel but found no departure from the bulk.46 A major problem in this
search is that the elastic scattering (! = 0) even from fully deuterated aerogel samples is still large enough to mask small inelastic contributions at low !. Boninsegni
and Glyde calculated S (Q; !) of super uid 4 He containing small (2 
A) hard spheres
randomly placed.68 S (Q; !) was both broadened and displaced in energy with new
weight at low !. Apparently, disorder on short length scales is needed to modify
S (Q; !) signi cantly.
The new excitations observed in porous media not seen in the bulk are the layer
modes. They have been observed in aerogel,51 xerogel,55 Vycor,56;57 and Geltech
silica.65 The layer modes are pictured as 2D \phonons" propagating in the liquid
layers adjacent to the media walls. At the roton wave vector at least, the layer modes
are the same as those observed in liquid 4 He lms on graphite.22;24;32 In porous
media, the layer modes have been observed in the wave-vector range 1:7  Q  2:15

A 1 . In this Q range, they have a \roton-like" dispersion (see Fig. 1). Below
Q = 1:7 
A 1 , the intensity in the mode becomes too small to be observed or the
mode overlaps with the phonon-roton peak or the multiple scattering.52 The mode
intensity increases with wave vector up to Q = 2:15 
A 1 , the maximum value
investigated. It would be most interesting to determine whether layer modes exist
up to higher wave vectors and what their intensity and dispersion might be. In
lms on graphite, it seems that both dispersive 32 and dispersionless 29 layer modes
are observed. Calculations of lms on substrates show propagating dispersive 2D
modes.32
In Vycor,57 the 2D roton energy 2D = 0:55  0:01 meV agrees well with the
energy of 0.53 meV extracted by Brewer et al.4;58 from the layer contribution to
the speci c heat. It is also consistent with the gap energy of 0.50 meV obtained
by Kiewiet et al.69 from the super uid density in Vycor for T  1:4 K. Further
connections between excitation energies observed by neutron scattering and thermodynamic or transport properties would be most interesting. These, however,
must be restricted to low temperatures (T  1:5 K), where the excitation energies
are sharply de ned.
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In bulk liquid 4 He, the integrated intensity in the characteristic phonon-roton
excitation for Q >
A 1 scales approximately with the super uid density S (T ).
 0:7 
There is no well-de ned excitation above T in the normal phase (for Q >
A 1 ).
 0:7 
In Vycor, a well-de ned excitation was observed above Tc  1:95 K. At T = 1:99 K,
where S (T ) = 0 in Vycor, approximately one half of the intensity is still in the elementary excitation. Glyde and GriÆn proposed that the intensity in the elementary
excitation should scale as n0 (T ).59 The result in Vycor suggests that there is still
some condensate above Tc, perhaps a localized condensate.64 That is, there could be
super uid Bose-condensed regions on dimensions of the pore size in larger open regions. However, these regions do not extend across the whole media. These locally
condensed regions would not be observed in a torsional oscillator measurement.2;5
Bose-Einstein condensation on short length scales in con nement has been suggested to explain thermal expansion data 70 and discussed theoretically.64;71 Further
theoretical exploration of this interesting concept is needed.
Helium in porous media is subject to both con nement and disorder. The connement comes from the limited pore size and the quasi-two dimensional character
of the media walls/substrate, while the disorder comes from the irregular structures
of the pores. A legitimate question is which of these two e ects is dominating the
changes in the microscopic and macroscopic properties. By comparing the results
from 4 He in aerogel and Vycor with 4 He on graphite, which to a rather high degree presents atomically well ordered planar substrates, a preliminary answer would
be that con nement is more important. The reasons are that the 3D excitations
are identical in these two types of materials and that the 2D layer modes show
many similarities. Theoretical work would be very welcome here, particularly on
the length scales of disorder needed to have an impact on the excitations.
Experimentally, work is in progress to study porous media that present longrange order, such as zeolites. Another trend is to go to smaller pore sizes, in order
to increase the e ects of con nement. The rst studies of high-porosity aerogels (
95%) did not permit direct observation of layer modes, although indirect signs were
seen such as apparent broadenings and shifts of the 3D excitations. However, in
higher density aerogels 51 as well as in xerogel,55 both with a porosity of 87%, layer
modes were observed. Another system which has just started to be investigated is
50% porous Geltech,65 where the pore size is very small, of the order of 25 
A, and
where the super uid transition temperature is suppressed to 0.725 K.
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